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Quick Quotes

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. (Gage Skidmore)
“Minors cannot drive, vote, join the army, get a tattoo, smoke, or drink, because we know that children
do not fully understand the consequences of decisions with life-long ramifications…. I don’t think
children can genuinely consent to repurposed castration drugs (puberty blockers) and surgical
mutilation, which have permanent, irreversible effects.”
Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. posted this social-media message in May. Major media pounced, accusing him
of pivoting on so-called gender-affirming care for minors. However, last year ABC News reported that,
though the Democratic presidential hopeful respects “gay rights,” he is “wary to support therapies for
transgender minors.”

“Despite Cildir’s immigration status and involvement in the crash, the source said that York County
District Attorney Kathryn Slattery has been reluctant to pursue charges against him, potentially due to
Cildir facing deportation if charged with a crime.”
The Maine Wire reported that illegal alien Oguzhan Cildir, 23, caused a four-car crash on I-91 in April,
killing 53-year-old Gloria Cascio and seriously injuring her 60-year-old husband. Cildir sustained mild
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injuries.

“As of 4/10/24, I got another one of these certified letters from the state election board…. It has now
been factually proven that both the hand audit — this is really, really, important — and the certified
machine count — yes, the certified count — have both been found to be in violation of Georgia election
law. Based on these findings, to those that have fought factually, respectfully and relentlessly, I’ll close
with one word — vindicated.”
Houston County voter Joseph Rossi spoke before the Georgia state election board in May, addressing
fellow residents who had helped him expose illegalities in Fulton County during the 2020 election. The
board reprimanded Fulton’s election officials and ordered an independent election monitor.

Chris Cuomo (AP Images)
“I am taking … a regular dose of ivermectin.”
NewsNation anchor Chris Cuomo, brother of former New York Governor Andrew Cuomo, admitted on
conservative commentator Patrick Bet-David’s PBD Podcast that “we were given bad information about
ivermectin” during the Covid lockdowns. He failed to mention that he was one of those spreading
propaganda. On August 23, 2021, he appeared on CNN’s Don Lemon Tonight, mocking those who used
the medication: “Ivermectin? A dewormer? Really? They need to be called out and shamed.”

“Researchers at Cornell University have built the nation’s first and only ‘animal respiration stall,’ an
enclosed housing for cows that will enable them to accurately measure the exact amount of methane
they belch and fart into the environment. In other words, they have built a hermetically sealed fart
chamber.”
Oil and gas industry veteran David Blackmon made this announcement on his Energy Transition
Absurdities blog, predicting that the outcome of Cornell’s research will be new bureaucratic regulations
requiring farmers to measure their cattle’s carbon hoofprint.
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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